The manganese moments are aligned parallel in the a-a planes with.ad-. l jacent planes antif'"erromagnetically aligned w.ith respect to each other. . ;
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-·· ·\ 1 and has not been measured.
The sample used waG cparl< cut from a twinned sint;lc cryntal which was erown by induction hca.tin~ .i.n :c 11:i.t,h purity eraphite mold. l\hn~anese of 99.99% purity and r,old of 9~·99:?% purity were used in preparing the alloy.
'I'he crystal was heat treatci1 ior several hour~ n.t both 1000°C and 600°C to insure homogenization and cm:;p:Lctc chemical ordcrine;. The gold concentra.-tion of the final sample uzcd -._·a..: 51.5 at.~ as found by chemicn.l analysis.
X-ray analysis ·of the twinned cr,yst:J.l and of annealed powder ground from the same crystal were in n.c;rcc:ncnt with the known structure and lattice constants of the room tcmpcr::tture pha:>e at this concentration. No evi• dence of chemical disordcrinr: of the CsCl structure could be ·found from x-ray powder patterns.
The heat capacity measm·c;'ncnts were made between 0.14 and ·l•l8°K
with an apparatus similar to that previously described.3 The data below 0.8°K fit the equation
(1)
The T and T-2 terms were determined by the slope and inte~cept of a plot of CT 2 versus T3 for the temperature region between . -4 ·shown in Fig. 1 , . and the T term was determined as explained below.
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Above o.8°K the lattice heat capacity becomes observable. This·contribu-. ' .I tion is only several percent of the total heat capacity for the hiG}lest_ -~~~~ temperatures measured, and it 1.s not possible to determine the coefficient '· of the T 3 term accurately.
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